
RTI Petition 

(Under Right to Information, 2005) 

From: Mr. V. MANIKANDAN 

C/o V. Thiyagarajan,  

6 C, Panchukara Street, Madathu Lane, 

Mayiladuthurai – 609001,  

Nagai District 

To:  

Public Information officer (PIO), 

State Highway Department, 

Cuddalore -01 

Respected PIO:I requested you to divulge information which is primarily related recent 

renovation ofa stretch of road in Melpattambakkam Town Panchayat in Cuddalore District. The 

stretch named Melpattambakkam – Sooranavur Roadwas contracted to Oviya Construction at 

the cost of र45 Lakh for renovation and reconstruction purpose. 

Point 1:Clarify whether Oviya Constructionacquired this particular contract through nomination 

basis or auction method.  

Point 2: If nomination method is followed,then on what basis Oviya Construction was selected. 

Point 3: Else auction method is adopted then give the list of companies (along with its tender 

value and address),which took part in the auction process.  

Point 4:According to this tender how many meters of road should be renovated. Also mention 

the landmark for starting point to end point.  

Point 5:As the work was completed now, actually for how many meters the road was laid.  

Point 6:In what ways the sanctioned expenditure र 45 Lakh was incurred. For example, cost of 

raw material, cost of labour, and cost of transportation, so on.  



Point 7:Mention whether from government side, any authority conducted audit to ensure 

proper implementation and compliance of tender requirements and conditions. If it is, what is 

the outcome of such audit (Just four major pros and cons are enough)? 

Point 8: From the fiscal year 2010 -2011 to 2012-2013, Oviya construction got how many 

contracts (whether is to lay road or to build public tank or to build bridge and so on) from 

Government of Tamil Nadu within the geographical area of Cuddalore District.  

Point 9:If they got any contract (mentioned in Point 8), what are they and also brief about them 

(Just 3 lines in each).  

Date:30/01/2014 

 Thank You  

                                                                                                                     Regards 

 

                                                                                                             (V. MANIKANDAN) 

 

 


